


In the beginning of time, the landmass

of the earth was united in one 

continental plate whose coasts were 

bathed by a warm sea.

With the passage of millions of years

the form of the land changed, the 

surface of the earth opened, huge 

blocks of land were displaced, sea beds 

emerged from the depths and the 

earth's land mass was divided into 

continents, oceans and seas. The seas 

became rich in the elements that 

created the origins of life which evolved 

over time into thousands of species of 

animals and plants.

COLORCLAY, S.L. have located and 

identified in the Mediterranean coast a 

series of extraordinarily coloured clays, 

rich in minerals and trace elements 

with a variety of applications in 

cosmetics.

The clays COLOR CLAY® are a 

marvelous gift from our distant past 

with their origins full of life, light

and colour.

Here by the latin brine,

I tell you my reality:

I feel in rock, oil and wine,

my own antiquity.

Rubén Darío

THE ENERGY AND COLOURS

OF THE MEDITERRANEAN COAST

CEDRUS

COCOA

CORYLUS

CYDONIA

OLEA

QUERCUS

ROSA

VULCANUS

TILIA



Improved skin feel

Its laminar platelet structure

and very small particle size gives

an excellent spreadability. This

contributes to the formula providing

smooth and pleasant texture.

Mechanical cleanser

Combines perfectly with the cleansing

effect of surfactants, complementing

it with mild mechanical effect

provided by the soft particle of the clay.

Clean skin, impurities free.

Dead cell renewal

The small particle size of the clay

enables to formulate products with a

mild exfoliating effect that drags the

dead cells when rinsed off, helping

the cell renewal of the skin.

Rich in minerals

Extraordinary rich in minerals, similar

to the skin and cell constituents. 

PROPERTIES

Colour range

Its different composition provides a

full range of natural stable colouring

agents for formulating. It gives a

special attraction that evokes its

origins in the warm coasts of the

Mediterranean.

Natural ingredient

Completely natural without additives,

COLOR CLAY® brings earth essentials

close to personal care industry. A gift

from ancient nature worth to apply

into cosmetic products.

Absorption capacity

Laminar silicate is the main crystal

structure. COLOR CLAY® is mechanically

processed and finely grinded below

44 microns. Its high specific surface

Makes it an agent with excellent

absorptive capabilities.

COLOR CLAY® range of products have 

different composition and morphology 

depending on their source. Nevertheless, 

they all have some common characteristics 

that provide outstanding properties to 

finished formulations:
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Oil absorber in facial masks

Its high silicate content

combined with its high specific

surface, provides the clay with

a high oil adsorption capacity. 

Clay brings refreshing effect to

the skin after soaking up the

excess of sebum.

Natural colouring agent for

colour cosmetics and make up

Used in colour cosmetics

COLOR CLAY® gives shade or

base colour providing

naturalness and originality to

make up. Not being a pigment,

it does not have a CI.(*)

Natural facial and body wraps

Mixed with water, oils and actives,

COLOR CLAY® produces an

homogenous paste that is easily

spreadable as a wrap for wellness

treatments. Pure nature for

natural therapies.

Physical cleanser in mild surfactant 

systems

It complements the washing action  

in make up removers, micellar

waters, cleansing milks and

shampoos with a mild physical

cleansing effect. 

Colouring range for soaps

It offers natural colours to

soap bars and liquid soap

formulations, stable at any pH.

Nine different colours awaken

the formulator creativity. 

Mild natural exfoliator for

creams and serums

Its small particle size below

44 microns allows a gentle

exfoliating effect. Used in

creams and serums it is an 

extraordinary soft dead cell

renewal.

(*) Due to its natural origin colour, shade may slightly change from batch to batch.

USES

COLOR CLAY® is one of the most versatile cosmetic

ingredient available. It can directly be mixed with

water or other cosmetic ingredients to obtain a paste

for facial masks, body SPA treatments; or can be easily

formulated into several cosmetic products as creamy

masks, soaps, emulsions  and shampoos.


